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From the Pokemon Revolution online To Wiki Go to Navigation Go to Search for Pokemon HOME allows you to store every Pokemon of all generations, and in it, it has the ability to register them in its national Pokemon. However, Pokemon HOME allows more than just Pokemon. This is an extensive list of the whereabouts of HM and TM's Pokemon Revolution on the Internet. HM
HM 01 - Cut After accessing SS Ann, you need to cure the captain. Go to the kitchen and talk to all the people. The captain is sick and you have to cure him. Find the person who will make the potion for you (in one of the rooms where you will also find trainers). When the potion is in the process of dealing with some trainers. In a minute your potion is ready and Blissy will be in the
ballroom (top floor). Talk to Blissy and you'll get your potion. Once you've got the potion, go and cure the captain. You'll get a HM01 Cut. HM 02 - Fly After getting the Rainbow Badge head west of the town of Seladon on Route 16. When you arrive on the other side you will find a house with a man named Yorkie. Yorkie will ask you to find your brother and bring him a parcel.
Yorkie's brother will be located randomized for each player, as there are five possible areas to find him in as outlined below: When you speak to him, he admits that he still has his parcel at hand; however, it will stipulate that you have to pay 50,000 in exchange for it. Once you paid for it, he maimed in another region, leaving you with a parcel that Yorkie craved. Extract the Night
Pen from toting Pidgeotto. Go back to York with your package. Although he is gratitudinous that you have returned him, he wants you to complete another goal before he will help you continue your quest: getting the Night Feather to confirm your love for Pidgey's evolutionary line. The item only fell on the Pidgeotto, which inhabit Route 16. While the rate of drop point is steeply
unlikely, and thus hunting can be aimless for a while, the following methods can be used to facilitate the hunt for it. Deploying Pokemon with Frisk ability; It will discern whether or not wild Pidgeotto actively pursues the Night Pen, which can help you winnow down, which Pidgeotto you should invest time fighting on the prospect item. Use the looting of items such as Kovet and The
Thief to plunder the Night Feather from the wild Pidgeotto (if it is actively held). Even if the Pokemon eventually faints, the object will still be retrieved by the contingent they actively held in their hands. If you want to grab a Pidgeotto loot item instead, you can use non-fainting moves such as False Swipe or Super Fang to help maximize your chances of capturing Pokemon without
fainting. Once the Night Feather has been received, give it to Yorkie; You'll get Fly! HM HM 03 - Surf Go to Route 19 and defeat Victor. go to the Safari area and head to Area 3. Inside one of the houses you will find Surf. HM 05 05 Flash After defeating the 3rd gym leader Lieutenant Surgeon, head to Digletts Cave on Highway 11. When you arrive on the other side of the cave,
head south until you have to go into the building. There you will find An Assistant Oak and it will give you a move after being shown 10 DIFFERENT caught Pokemon in your Pokedex. TM (from Celadon. Store) Damage DealTM Move Type Category Precision DamageTM01 Solution Normal Normal 100% 1 TM02 Roar Time Dragon Special 90% 150TM05 Mega Kick Normal
Physical 75% 120TM08 Body Slam Normal Physical 100% 85TM09 Take-Down-Normal Physical 85% 90 TM17 Presentation Fighting Physical 80% 80 TM28 Dig Ground Physical 100% 80 TM38 Swift Normal Special - 60TM52 Dragon Claw Dragon Physical 100% 80TM53 Psyshock Psychic Special 100% 80 Other TM TM Move Type Effect Precision Damage TM04 Whirlwind
Normal Target is deflated and switched. In the wild, the battle against one Pokemon will lead to the end of the battle. - - TM45 Thunder wave Electric stroke that can cause paralysis. 100% TM55 Roar Normal Target scared off and switched. In the wild, the battle against one Pokemon ends. - - TM57 Hail Ice Hail Creates a Hail That Lasts 5 Turns - - TM61 Sunny Day Fire Boosts
Fire Type Moves Over 5 Turns. - - TM62 Taunt Dark Target taunts in fury, allowing it to use only attack moves over three turns. 100% - TM68 Rain Dance Water increases the water type of moves by 5 turns. - - TM87 Sandstorm Rock is damaging at every turn. - - TM114 Rock Smash Fight User Attacks with a Punch. It can also reduce the level of goal defense. This step can also
destroy the stones in the field. 100% 40 Talk to a lady on the counter next to a man selling TM and she will offer to teach Pokemon to move the counter. Some TM-like seismic tos can also be found while digging. Other TM114 locations are also given in the building between Route 11 and Route 12 of the Oak Assistant if you have captured 30 Pokemon. TM19, TM48 can be found
with excavations. TM07 can be found in Seladon City in Rocket Hideout B3F. TM19 can be found on Route 25. TM09 and TM12 can be found on Mount Moon. Discussion in Active Topics began Yttrium, June 23, 2015. (You must log in or register to respond here.) Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Share Welcome to the unofficial Pokemon
Revolution Online wiki. Pokemon Revolution Online is an MMO Pokemon video game currently released only for Windows, Mac, Linux and Android. It can be downloaded here. This wiki will serve as a guide to something new about the game itself. Any questions about Pokemon in general probably won't be answered in this wiki, and you'd better check out the generic Pokemon
Wiki. It's a fan resource. Information about this wiki is extremely collected, playing the game, and other fans. Feel free to help us! For the official wiki, please go here. Pokemon Revolution Online Wiki Community Content Available according to CC-BY-SA CC-BY-SA otherwise noted. From Pokemon Revolution Online Wiki Go to Navigation Go to Search The Next 108 pages in this
category, out of 108 total. InGame Boss - Hoenn there are many good gameguides in PRO forums. Below is a link to the boss's management staff that I used to create my own boss manual. If the wrong data is here, you can leave the posts on the page below to help me keep my boss's guide. Hoenn Boss Strategy GuideBoss Move SetThird Time Reward: Pikachu, Electrike,
Elekid, Stunfisk, Brilliant VoltorbRandom Reward: Leftovers, Magnet, Electrike, Pikachu, Elekid Holds Electirizer, TM Volt Switch, TM Thunder, StunfiskBoss Team Last Update: 2017/09/10Boss Move SetThird Time Reward: Tyrunt, Amaura, Timburr Darumaka Appeared Behind You, Jaws Fossil, Sail FossilBoss Move SetThird Time Reward: Slakoth, Tinamo, SigilyphRandom
Reward : $12,000-30,000, 2x Rare Candy, 3x Oran Berry, 2x Big Pearl, Razor Claw, Prism Scale, Slakoth, Tynamo, Sigilyph, CacneaLocationAbandoned Ship B1F Room 1 - Route 108Bos Move SetThird Time Reward: Staryu, Miltank, Beldum, GibleRandom Reward : Miltank, Staryu, Sableye, Beldum, PP Max, TM Shadow Claw, TM Scald, TM Shadow Available three levels of
difficulty: light, medium and hard. - On Easy, bosses don't have EVs and don't hold items., and a weakened moveset. Consecutive winning rewards are also not available. - On average, bosses have 252 EVs in each statistic and keep items. - On the hard, bosses have 400 EVs in each statistic and keep the items. In addition, the player is not allowed to use items such as Revives
in combat. All bosses demand must now be the champion of their region. Boss TeamThird Time Reward: UnknownRandom Reward: UnknownLast Updated:2019/06/23Hard Difficulty - 400EVs, in combat items are banned Difficulty:line1 line23 line4 line5 line6 line7 line8Note: Avenir Light - clean and stylish font, loved by designers. Это легко на глазах и большой перейти к
шрифту для названий, абзацев и more.line1 line2 line3 line4 line5 line6 line7 line8line1 line2 line3 line4 line6 line7 line7 line8line1 line2 line3 line4 line5 line7 line7 line8line1 линия2 line3 line4 line5 line6 line7 line8line1 line2 line3 line4 line5 line6 line7 line8Boss TeamThird Time Reward: UnknownRandom Reward: UnknownLast Обновлено:2019/01/17Hard Difficulty - 400EVs, в
бою предметы запрещены Difficulty:line1 line2 line3 line4 line5 line6 line7 line8Note:Avenir Light является чистым и стильным шрифтом, пользуемым популярностью у дизайнеров. It's easy on the eyes and a great go to font for titles, paragraphs - more.line1 line2 line4 line4 line6 line8line1 line3 line3 line4 line8line1 line3 line4 line4 line4 line6 line78line line2 line234 line line5
line6 line8line12 line line7 line8Boss TeamThird Time Reward: UnknownRandom Reward: UnknownLast Updated:2019/01/17Hard Difficulty - - In combat, items are banned From Difficulty:line1 line2 line4 line6 line6 line8Note:Avenir Light is a clean and stylish font popular with designers. It's easy on the eyes and a great go to the font for titles, paragraphs and more.line1 line2 line4
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